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AFTERTASTE: THE MOLECULAR ORCHESTRA

AFTERTASTE is a sound installation about the future of food and health. It consists of 
sculptures inspired by microscopic images that mimic the surface of the human tongue, 
the human nose, and a set of 24 food molecules. Plant molecules are like families in 
an orchestra; they stimulate our senses of taste and smell and combine to register the 
flavour of food in our brain. Here, the audience is invited to play with 24 molecules that 
bio-mimic compounds from a plant called chicory (Cichorium Intybus). By playing, the 
audience discovers their biological families and learns about their potential health benefits. 
Here, the molecular compounds represent the families of terpenes, phenolics, inulins,
nutrients and minerals. In the human body, these compounds operate together to promote 
our health and growth. Some of these same molecules are currently being researched in 
biotechnical labs for enhanced food production and novel medicines. The cultivation and 
modification of these molecules is discussed in an accompanying film called “Chicory 
Unpacked”. This film explores the motivations for these molecules to be genetically 
altered and interviews farmers and biochemists to reveal their beliefs about this future 
of food and medical production. The acoustic experience of AFTERTASTE combined with 
the documentary film encourages the public to playfully interact with each other while 
learning about enhancement, ethics, and healing properties of chicory’s roots.

AFTERTASTE CONSISTS OF SCULPTURES BASED ON THE HUMAN TONGUE, THE HUMAN NOSE AND 24 INTERACTIVE FOOD MOLECULES.



THE IDEA BEHIND AFTERTASTE

We, the human species, are now faced with the problem 

to meet our future needs for healthy food. Could plant 

cell cultures or genome editing become the next stage 

of our food production? This project explores multiple 

concepts and controversies around the future of food and 

medicine. It is founded on an EU art and science research 

project into sustainable food security and the potentials 

of what the biochemists call “New Plant Breeding Tech-

niques” to achieve this goal. These techniques include 

selective use of editing tools like the CRISPR-Cas9 for 

which there are strict EU rules in place. Genome editing 

allows breeding objectives to be achieved quicker and 

more precisely than ever before, thereby expanding the 

genetic variation of a stronger or wider variety of crops. 

However, letting genetically edited plants out into the 

environment is a risky story that might be followed with 

precaution. The background for the film, is based on in-

terviews with scientists about the controversies of gene 

editing inside in-vitro plants compared to products from 

wild plants and cultivated plants. Traditionally, phenolics 

from wilder versions of chicory have been introduced as 

coffee substitutes, and inulin has been extracted from 

cultivated plants to substitute sugar and enhance texture. 

Currently, biochemists in the CHIC project believe that 

genome editing of in-vitro plants can increase chicory`s 

bioactive terpenes for a variety of medicinal applications. 

Also, some of the biochemists at the VTT lab in Finland 

believe that gene editing Plant Cell Cultures in-vitro 

could also become a new source of food. They say that 

the impact of food production on the environment can be 

reduced, while the nutritional and medicinal aspects can 

be improved. In AFTERTASTE and CHICORY UNPACKED, 

some of these issues are presented that aim to open-up 

these debates.

THREE EXAMPLES OF FILM LOOPS ABOUT HEALTH: THESE ARE TRIGGERED BY AUDIENCE INTERACTIONS WITH THE MOLECULES.



ART INSPIRED BY BIOMIMICRY AND BIO-CHEMISTRY

In AFTERTASTE, Scott uses three main methods as in-

terpretive forms of communication to marry art with 

science: models of scale from MRI or SEM imaging 

technologies; analogies based on the interaction and 

interdependence of biological compounds and finally, 

cross-model interaction or the study of how our senses 

work together. In AFTERTASTE, the model of the tongue 

is based on the MRI imaging of Scott’s own tongue and 

scaled up to 200 cm. In the second sculpture, the olfac-

tory bulbs are enlarged by a factor of 500 and each one 

of the interactive molecules grew from 2 micrometers to 

8 cm. The aim of this scaling method is to help the audi-

ence  feel physically immersed inside actual anatomical 

models that mimic the behaviour of our senses. In Scott’s 

second method, cross-model interaction between 

taste, sound, and smell is mimicked with computer 

programming and DIY electronics. In the third method, 

Scott believes that analogies can be found by studying 

the effects of biological compounds and assigning the 

audience to play out some of these same interdepend-

ent roles in an immersive exhibition. So, AFTERTASTE 

combines sounds from the inner body with musical 

instrument samples to represent different molecular 

families. For example, terpenes are represented by 

string instruments and inulins trigger the sounds of 

wind instruments. Phenolics are represented by brass 

instruments, nutrients by voice and minerals by per-

cussion samples. By placing each molecule into the 

sculptures, the related health benefits or biochemi-

cal structures are revealed on additional projections 

in the space - meanwhile the molecular orchestra of 

mixed sounds unfolds!
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MAGNETIC TRIGGERING: PLACING A MOLECULE IN THE TONGUE.

THE INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE

In AFTERTASTE, tacit learning and haptic media are 

combined with analogies that bio-mimic some of the 

bio-chemical reactions in relation to smell and taste. 

The audience plays the role of “the air” to transport the 

molecules between the nasal cavity (the olfactory bulb 

sculpture) and the human tongue sculpture. This creates 

a real time sound composition that grows with the number 

of audience members. When the molecules are placed on 

the nose this triggers orchestral sounds, and turning 

the molecules shapes the harmonics of these sounds. 

By placing molecules in the tongue, inner body sounds 

can be heard and the audience can discover projected 

information about the molecules healing properties. 

By giving the audience this power to combine mole-

cules and compare their families, the complexity of 

biochemistry becomes apparent. AFTERTASTE is an 

interactive experience that encourages associations 

about health, food, and flavour in a novel way.

DIAGRAM OF THE TACTILE INTERACTION FOR THE VIEWER.

RFID TRIGGERING: PLACING A MOLECULE ON OLFACTORY BULBS. IN AFTERTASTE, PHYSICAL COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY IS BASED 
ON “THE INTERNET OF THINGS”. EACH MOLECULE CONTAINS RIOT 
ELECTRONICS, MAGNETS, RFID READERS AND A SMALL COMPUTER 
WITH AN IP ADDRESS. THROUGH THIS NETWORK, SOUND AND VIDEO 
LOOPS ARE TRIGGERED IN REAL-TIME.

THE ELECTRONIC MOLECULAR NETWORK (RIOT SOFTWARE).
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